With small cell networks becoming core parts of the fifth generation (5G) cellular networks, it is an important problem to evaluate the impact of user mobility on 5G small cell networks. However, the tendency and clustering habits in human activities have not been considered in traditional user mobility models. In this paper, human tendency and clustering behaviors are first considered to evaluate the user mobility performance for 5G small cell networks based on individual mobility model (IMM). As key contributions, user pause probability, user arrival, and departure probabilities are derived in this paper for evaluating the user mobility performance in a hotspot-type 5G small cell network. Furthermore, coverage probabilities of small cell and macro cell BSs are derived for all users in 5G small cell networks, respectively. Compared with the traditional random waypoint (RWP) model, IMM provides a different viewpoint to investigate the impact of human tendency and clustering behaviors on the performance of 5G small cell networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
T O SATISFY the high transmission rate requirement in the fifth generation (5G) cellular networks, one of the effective approaches is to reduce the coverage radius of cells, thus reducing the communication distances between users and base stations (BSs) [1] . Moreover, two of 5G key technologies, i.e., massive multiple-input multi-output (MIMO) antenna and millimeter wave wireless transmission technologies further reduce the wireless transmission distance in 5G wireless communication systems [2] , [3] . Hence, 5G cellular network is a type of small cell networks. On the other hand, the impact of user mobility on 5G small cell networks is enlarged with the decrease of the cell coverage radius [4] - [6] . Therefore, it is an important problem to evaluate the impact of the user mobility on 5G small cell networks considering human activity habits. Knowledge of human mobility behavior is essential for all investigations in which the relative locations of mobility users are important. By measuring the entropy of each individuals trajectory, Song et al. found a 93% potential predictability in user mobility across the whole user base [7] . After this, human mobility models have attracted more attentions from telecommunication researchers and some human mobility models have been used for wireless networks, such as cellular networks and vehicular networks. In conventional mobile communication investigations, user mobility models have been classified four types, i.e., the random walk model, the random waypoint (RWP) model, the fluid flow model and Gauss-Markov model [8] - [18] . The random walk model is originally used for describing the atom mobility in physics and chemistry topics. The mobility direction and velocity of random walk model are fully stochastic and independent with the past status [9] . A new approach was proposed to simplify the two-dimensional random walk models capturing the movement of mobile users in personal communications services networks [10] . By adding the pause time into the random walk model, the random waypoint model was presented to simulate the mobility user in wireless networks [11] . Based on the random waypoint model, the performance bounds and benefits of wireless networks was evaluated for a user centric solution [12] . A position-based opportunistic routing protocol was developed to reduce the latency incurred by local route recovery in ad hoc networks where the mobile user follows the random waypoint model [13] . The fluid flow model is widely used for calculating the probability that a mobile node accesses a closed area, such as the cellular cell [14] . Utilizing the fluid flow model, a location area residence time was analyzed for the mobile user in cellular networks [15] . The memory of mobile user is considered in the Gauss-Markov model, where the next location of mobile user depends on the last location of mobile user [16] . Accounting for the Gauss-Markov model, an analytical framework was proposed to evaluate the cost of mobility management for wireless personal communication service networks [17] . Adopting the target trajectory model from the Gauss-Markov mobility model in wireless sensor networks, a target-tracking algorithm was developed to conserve the energy by reducing the rate of sensing in temporal management [18] . Except of above four mobility models, some user mobility models measured from real data have been adopted for wireless networks [19] , [20] . By mining the extensive trace datasets of vehicles in an urban environment through conditional entropy analysis, a packet delivery probability was derived for vehicular networks [19] . Based on measured results from cellular networks, e.g., handoff rates and call arrival rates, a solution was proposed to predict how people spread from one location to another after a period of time [20] . However, the tendency and clustering habits in human activities have not been considered for above human mobility models. In real scenarios, people habitually stay at some locations for a long time compared with other locations. To describe the user clustering habit, the concept of community was introduced to evaluate the user mobility in wireless networks [21] . Based on the human mobility trajectory measured from real data, the individual mobility model considering the human mobility tendency habit was proposed to describe the human mobility in real world [22] .
The impact of the user mobility on small cell networks has been studied in [23] - [27] . By modeling positions of mobile users as an independent Poisson point process in each time slot, the backhaul delay of heterogeneous networks including small cell networks and macro cell networks was analyzed in [23] . A new small cell discovery mechanism based on the user mobility state was investigated to improve the energy efficiency and access efficiency of LTE-Advanced heterogeneous wireless networks [24] . Considering mobile user scenarios, an energy efficient and backhaul aware small cell activation mechanism with the use of dual connectivity was evaluated for 5G small cell networks [25] . To reduce the signal overhead, a new scheme was proposed by having the mobile users autonomously decide small cell addition, remove, and change without any explicit signaling of measurement events to small cell networks or any signaling of handoff commends from small cell networks [26] . Based on 5G wireless network scenarios, the downlink and uplink of power consumption was evaluated for small cell networks where static and low mobility users are associated with macro cell BSs and high mobility user are associated with small cell BSs [27] .
However, the user mobility performance of small cell networks in all aforementioned research considers only simple mobility models, such as the random walk model or the random waypoint model. Besides, the impact of human tendency and clustering behaviors on small cell networks has not been investigated. Moreover, detailed investigation of IMM used for small cell networks is surprisingly rare in the open literature. Motived by above gaps, we first analyze the user mobility performance and derive coverage probabilities for 5G small cell networks based on IMM. The contributions and novelties of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) Based on IMM, the user arrival, departure and pause probabilities are derived to evaluate the user mobility performance for 5G small cell networks with the community area. 2) Based on the proposed arrival and departure probabilities, the coverage probabilities inside and outside the community are derived for 5G small cell networks. Considering the group cell scheme, the number of available small cell BSs is derived for the static user in 5G small cell networks. 3) Furthermore, the coverage probability of macro cell BSs is derived for the mobile user in 5G small cell networks. Numerical simulations validate the proposed coverage probabilities for 5G small cell networks. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model of 5G small cell networks within a community area and the IMM. In Section III, the user arrival, departure and pause probabilities are derived to evaluate the user mobility performance for 5G small cell networks with community area. Furthermore, in Section IV the coverage probabilities inside and outside the community are derived for 5G small cell networks. Considering the group cell scheme, the number of available small cell BSs is derived for the static user in 5G small cell networks. Moreover, the coverage probability of macro cell BSs is derived for the mobile user in 5G small cell networks. In Section V, Numerical results validate the proposed coverage probabilities for 5G small cell networks. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model
Assume that both users and BSs are located in a finite plane R 2 t whose area is S t . Moreover, a rectangle R 2 c is located in the finite plane R 2 t and the area of rectangle is S c . The complement region of rectangle R 2 c is denoted as R 2 s whose area is S s . In this paper, the concept of community is introduced to represents a specified region where a large number of users are assembled [21] . Without loss of generality, the rectangle R 2 c is configured as a community in the finite plane R 2 t . Macro cell BSs and small cell BSs are located in the finite plane R 2 t . Macro cell BSs are assumed to be governed by a Poisson point process distribution with the density λ m,BS . The macro cell boundary, which can be obtained through the Delaunay Triangulation method by connecting the perpendicular bisector lines between each pair of macro cell BSs, splits the plane R 2 t . into irregular polygons that correspond to different cell coverage areas. This stochastic and irregular topology forms a so-called Poisson-Voronoi tessellation (PVT) [28] , [29] . Small cell BSs inside and outside the community are assumed to follow uniform distributions with densities λ c,BS and λ s,BS , respectively. Macro cells and small cells are overlapped in the infinite plane R 2 t . Macro cell BSs and small cell BSs transmit wireless signal in different frequencies. Hence, there does not exist the interference between macro cell networks and small cell networks. Users inside and outside the community are assumed to follow uniform distributions with densities λ s and λ c , respectively. Based on the community concept, the following constraints are configured: λ c > λ s and λ c,BS > λ s,BS . An illustration of users and BSs deployment is depicted in Fig. 1 .
When the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme is adopted by BSs to support multi-user transmission in this paper, the co-channel interference generated from the intra-cell is ignored. Only downlink transmission is studied in this paper. Moreover, the static user is assumed to be associated with small cell BSs and the mobile user is assumed to be associated with macro cell BSs [30] . To realize the high transmission rate, the group cell scheme is proposed for the static user in small cell networks. In the group cell scheme, the static user can be associated with multiply small cell BSs if signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs) over wireless links are larger than or equal to a given threshold γ 0 . To simplify derivation, the static user is only associated with small cell BSs inside the community when the static user is located inside the community. Similarly, the static user is only associated with small cell BSs outside the community when the static user is located outside the community.
B. Individual Mobility Model
In this paper the IMM is first introduced to evaluate the user mobility performance in 5G small cell networks. Differing with traditional user mobility models, the human tendency and clustering behaviors has been considered for IMM [22] . In practical human society, the user visiting frequencies at different locations present obviously difference [31] , [32] , i.e., the user trends to visit some locations where he/she usually visits in the past. In this case, the user does not move with a fully random model in the real scenarios.
One mobility of user is called as one jump in IMM and the detail user mobility regulation is explained as follows [33] :
The user has two potential active modes before the next jump:
1) The user will visit a new location where has never been visited. The probability visiting a new location is expressed as
where 0 < ρ ≤ 1 and γ > 0 are fixed parameters which are related with user mobility habits, S (n) is the number of visited locations before the jump, is the jump number. 2) The user will returned an old location where has been visited in the past. The probability visiting an old location is expressed as
The user will pause at a location for a waiting time after the user complete a jump. The probability of waiting time is expressed by P ( t) ∼ | t| −1−β , where 0 < β ≤ 1 is a fixed parameter which is measured by empirical data.
Based on the user mobility regulation in IMM, the user visits more locations, i.e., the value of S (n) becomes larger, the probability of the user returning an old location becomes larger.
III. USER MOBILITY PERFORMANCE
Based on the IMM, the user mobility performance is analyzed for 5G small cell networks in this section. Considering the community configuration in Fig. 1 , a Lemma is proposed as follows.
Lemma 1: When the user mobility follows the IMM, the probability that the user jumps into the community of 5G small cell networks is equal to S c S t , which is independent on the jump number n.
Proof: Considering that the user mobility follows the IMM, the result that the user jumps into the community in the n − th jump can be composed of two cases, which are depicted as follows.
Case 1: The user explores a new location in the n − th jump and the new location is located in the community, the corresponding probability is derived by
Case 2: The user returns an old location in the n − th jump and the old location is located in the community, the corresponding probability is derived by
where k i (n) is the visiting number at the i − th location in the n − th jump. Accounting for
When (3) and (5) are summed, the probability that the user jumps into the community in the n − th jump is P c,in = S c S t . In the end, the proof of Lemma 1 is completed.
Let t (n) is the total time spending for the number of n jumps. t c,in (n) is the time spending in the community for the number of n jumps. Let ψ (n) = t c,in (n) t(n) is the ratio between the time spending in the community and the total time spending for the number of n jumps. t c,m (n) is the moving time spending in the community for the number of n jumps. t c, p (n) is the pause time spending in the community for the number of n jumps. Therefore, the time spending in the community for the number of n jumps is extended as
where n c,in is the jump number falling into the community in the jump number n, t c is the waiting time a user spent at one location in the community. Based on the result in [33] , the distribution of waiting time t c is governed by
Let the user arrival and departure probabilities of the community are π c,in and π c,out respectively, which are expressed as
where E [·] is the expectation operation.
Let n i,o is the moving number departing from the community, n o,i is the moving number arriving at the community, n i,i is the moving number inside the community, n o,o is the moving number outside the community. Therefore, total jump number is expressed by n = n o,i + n i,i + n i,o + n o,o and the jump number falling into the community is expressed by n c,in = n o,i + n i,i . The time spending in the community for the number of t c,in (n) jumps is derived by (9) where L (I ) is the location where the user moves at the I − th jump, · is the distance function between two locations, v is the average user moving velocity, 1 (·) is the indicator function, which equals to 1 when the event inside the bracket is occurred and 0 otherwise. A is the event that the user explores a new location at the I − th jump and B is the event that the user returns an old location at the I − th jump. Similarly, the total time spending for the number of n jumps t (n) is derived by (10) Based on the result in Appendix A, π c,in is derived by (11) 
where d i,i is the distance between two points inside the community, d o,i is the distance between one point located inside the community and another point located outside the community, d o,o is the distance between two points outside the community, t s is the waiting time a user spent at one location outside the community, the distribution of t s is governed by (8), the user departure probability π c,out can be obtained. Based on the derivation method in (11) , the user pause probability, i.e., the probability that a user pauses at a location, is derived by (12) where t p (n) is the total pausing time for the number of n jumps. (11) and (12) Considering that the community is a rectangle, the length and width of the community are denoted as l c and w c , respectively. Without loss of generality, the center point of rectangle R 2 c is configured as the original point of Euclid coordinate (0, 0). u K and u M are two independent random points in the community and are governed by two independent uniform distributions. Locations of u K and u M are denoted as u K 
and w c = |y 2 − y 1 |, where x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 are the coordinates of the boundaries of community area R 2 c . Therefore, the distance between two points inside the community is denoted
The probability density function (PDF) of d i,i is expressed as
Let X [t] is the characteristic function of the random variable X , the term of (13) is further derived by (14a) with (14b) and (14c). Based on (13) and (14), the expectation of the distance d i,i is given by (15) .
Without loss of generality, the length and width of finite plane R 2 t are configured as l t and w t , respectively. The center 
point of finite plane R 2 t is also configured at (0, 0). The location of a point u H is denoted as u H (x H , y H ), where x 3 ≤ x H ≤ x 4 and y 3 ≤ y H ≤ y 4 , l t = |x 4 − x 3 | and w t = |y 4 − y 3 |. To simplify the derivation, two formulations are configured as (16) and (17) .
Based on the derivation method for (15) , E d o,i and E d o,o are derived as (18) and (19) .
Substitute (15), (18) and (19) into (11) and (12), the user arrival and pause probabilities, i.e., π c,in and π pause can be obtained in the end.
IV. COVERAGE MODEL
Based on the group cell scheme, a static user U E can associate with multiply small cell BSs if SINRs over wireless links are larger than or equal to a given threshold γ 0 . Assume that
SINRs over wireless links are independent each other, the selection process of small cell BSs associated with a static user can be denoted as N b independent Bernoulli experiments, i.e.,
In this case, the number of small cell BSs associating with a static user inside and outside the community is denoted as n c,s and n s,s , respectively. Moreover, n c,s and n s,s are independent each other and are governed by binomial distributions. Let coverage probabilities of a small cell BS inside and outside the community are P c_cover and P s_cover , respectively. Probabilities of n c,s and n s,s inside and outside the community are expressed as (21) and (22) . where · is the bottom integral function, M N is the binomial coefficients meaning the number
P n c,s = λ c,BS S c n c,s P c_cover n c,s 1 − P c_cover λ c,BS S c −n c,s ,
of ways of picking N unordered outcomes from M possibilities. Considering the OFDM scheme is adopted at small cell BSs, the interference received at the static user is only generated from adjacent small cell BSs with the co-channel. The coverage probability of a small cell BS inside the community is expressed by (23) , where γ 0 is the SINR threshold over wireless links, σ 2 is the Gaussian noise power, P rs and P ri are the desired signal power and the interference power at the static user, and N cover denotes the total number of available small cell BSs. In this paper the wireless channel is assumed to be the Rayleigh fading channel [34] . Therefore, (23) is further derived by
where P ts and P ti are the transmission power from the desired small cell BS and the interfering small cell BSs, respectively. h s and h i n are the small scale fading over the desired wireless channel and the interfering wireless channels. Moreover, h s and h i n are independent each other and governed by an exponential distribution with the mean λ h . d s is the distance between the static user and the desired small cell BS. d in is the distance between the static user and the interfering small cell BS.
Considering that locations of the static user and the small cell BSs are governed by two independent uniform distributions, d s and d i are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. Assume that small cell BSs have the equal transmission power P t , i.e., P t = P ts = P tin (24) can be rewritten by (25) .
Considering that three terms in (25) 
Furthermore, the PDF of the variable P t h s is expressed by
Based on the result of (13), the PDF of d s and d i n is expressed by (28) . Furthermore, the PDF of the variable d s −α is expressed by
Based on (27) and (29), the characteristic function of P t h s d s −α is derived by
Based on the same derivation method used for (30) , the PDF of −γ 0 P t h in d in −α is derived by (31) . Furthermore, the characteristic function of −γ 0 P t h in d in −α is derived by (32) . Assume that the noise over wireless channels is governed by the standard normal distribution. The PDF of −γ 0 σ 2 is derived by (33) . Furthermore, the characteristic function of −γ 0 σ 2 is derived by (34) . Based on (30), (32) and (34) , the characteristic func-
is derived by (35) . Base on the Fourier inversion transform, the PDF of ξ is derived by
Based on (25) and (36) , the coverage probability of a small cell BS for a static user inside the community is derived by
Based on the derivation method used for (37) , the coverage probability of a small cell BS for a static user outside the community is derived by (38a) with (38b)
Based on (11), (12) , (37) and (38) , the number of available small cell BSs for a static user is derived by (39a)
Considering that P c_cover and P s_cover both are functions of N cover , The computation of N cover in (39) has to be performed by iteration calculations.
Differing with the coverage probability for the static user, the coverage probability of the moving user is defined as: when the user moves with the average velocity v for a period t m , the moving user is covered by macro cell BSs only if the moving user SINR is always larger than or equal to a given threshold γ 0 in the period t m . Assume that the distance between the initial location of moving user and the associated macro cell BS is r p = − → r p , where − → r p is the distance vector from the moving user to the associated macro cell BS. The user moving distance is denoted as r m = v · t m . The included angle between the user moving direction and the distance vector − → r p is dented as θ m . Hence, the distance between the location of moving user and the associated macro cell BS is r m = r 2 p + r 2 m − 2r p r m cos (θ m ) after the user moves a distance r m . Let the event C is that the moving user is associated with the macro cell BS M BS and the event D is that the distance between the location of moving user and the associated macro cell BS M BS is r m after the user moves a distance r m . Therefore, the coverage probability of a macro cell BS for the moving user is expressed by
Based on the result in [35] , (40) can be extended as (41) where L I r (·) is the Laplace transform of the interference at the moving user, L h (·) is the Laplace transform of the desired signal at the moving user.
Considering that the location of macro cell BS is governed by a Poisson point process distribution and the initial location of moving user is governed by a uniform distribution, the PDF of the distance r p is expressed as [36] f r p (x) = 2πλ m,BS xe −πλ m,BS x 2 .
(42)
Assume that θ m is uniformly distributed in [0, π] and r m is fixed, the PDF of r m is derived by (43a) with (43b). Substitute (43a) into (41a), the coverage probability of the moving user is derived by (44).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on proposed user mobility probabilities and coverage probabilities in Section III and Section IV, the effect of various system parameters on the user mobility probabilities and coverage probabilities have been analyzed and compared by numerical simulation in this section. In what follows, some default parameters are configured as: the area of the finite plane R 2 t is S t = 10km 2 , the area of the community R 2 c is S c = 1km 2 , densities of small cell BSs inside and outside the community are λ c,BS = 20 per square kilometers and λ s,BS = 5 per square kilometers, respectively; the parameters of IMM are ρ = 1, β c = 0.5 and β s = 1.5; the transmission power of small cell BS is P t = 0.1W, the parameter of Rayleigh fading channel is λ h = 1, the path loss exponent α = 4 and the velocity of user is v = 5m/s, the user moving time is t m = 10s. Fig. 2 shows the user pause probability with respect to the average user velocity and the area ratio of the community and the finite plane S c /S t based on IMM and RWP (random waypoint model) [37] - [39] . When the area ratio of the community and the finite plane S c /S t is fixed, the user pause probability π pause increases with the increase of the average user velocity. Considering IMM and the average user velocity is fixed, the user pause probability first decreases with the increase of S c /S t until the value of S c /S t reaches at 5%, and then the user pause probability increases with the increase of S c /S t . Hence, the user pause probability achieves a minimum when the area ratio of the community and the finite plane S c /S t is configured as 5%. This result provides a basic guideline to evaluate the user pause probability in a region with different ratio of hot sports. Furthermore, the deployment of small cell BSs can be considered for the user pause probability, especial in the urban region with different ratio of hot sports. Considering RWP and the average user velocity is fixed, the user pause probability is a constant without respect to the area ratio of the community and the finite plane S c /S t . Therefore, the user pause probability based on IMM considers the human clustering behavior, e.g. people would like to stay at the community, in 5G small cell networks. Fig. 3 illustrates the user arrival probability π c,in with respect to the average user velocity and the area ratio of the community and the finite plane S c /S t . When the IMM is considered in Fig. 3 , numerical results are explained as follows. When the area ratio S c /S t is fixed, the user arrival probability π c,in decreases with the increase of the average user velocity. When the average user velocity is fixed, the user arrival probability π c,in increases with the increase of the area ratio S c /S t . When the RWP is considered in Fig. 3 , the user arrival probability π c,in is independent with the average user velocity and increases with the increase of the area ratio S c /S t . Compared with curves in Fig. 3 , the user arrival probability based on IMM is larger than the user arrival probability based on RWP. This result implies that people would like to stay at the community in 5G small cell networks considering the human tendency behavior. In Fig. 4 , the impact of the SINR threshold γ 0 and the density of small cell BSs inside and outside the community on the number of available small cell BSs N cover for a static user is evaluated. When the density of small cell BSs outside the community is fixed as λ s,BS = 5, the number of available small cell BSs N cover for a static user with respect to the SINR threshold γ 0 and the density of small cell BSs λ c,BS inside the community is depicted in Fig. 4(a) . When the density of small cell BSs λ c,BS is fixed, the number of available small cell BSs for a static user decreases with the increase of the SINR threshold. When the SINR threshold is fixed, the number of available small cell BSs for a static user increases with the increase of the density of small cell BSs inside the community. When the density of small cell BSs inside the community is fixed as λ c,BS = 20, the number of available small cell BSs N cover for a static user with respect to the SINR threshold γ 0 and the density of small cell BSs λ s,BS outside the community is described in Fig. 4(b) . When the SINR threshold is fixed, the number of available small cell BSs for a static user increases with the increase of the density of small cell BSs outside the community. Compared with curves in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) , the number of available small cell BSs based on IMM is less than the number of available small cell BSs based on RWP. This result implies that the number of small cell BSs used for cooperative communications is overestimate for small cell networks when RWP is used for the user mobility model.
In Fig. 5 , the effect of the SINR threshold γ 0 and the density of small cell BSs λ s,BS on the coverage probability of a small cell BS P c_cover is investigated inside the community. When the density of small cell BSs λ c,BS is fixed, the coverage probability of a small cell BS P c_cover decreases with the increase of the SINR threshold. When the SINR threshold γ 0 is fixed, the coverage probability of a small cell BS P c_cover decreases with the increase of the density of small cell BSs inside the community.
In Fig. 6 , the impact of the SINR threshold γ 0 and the density of small cell BSs λ s,BS on the coverage probability of a small cell BS P s_cover is analyzed outside the community. When the density of small cell BSs λ s,BS is fixed, the coverage probability of a small cell BS P s_cover decreases with the increase of the SINR threshold. When the SINR threshold γ 0 is fixed, the coverage probability of a small cell BS P s_cover decreases with the increase of the density of small cell BSs outside the community.
Finally, Fig. 7 evaluates the coverage probability of a macro cell BS P m_cover with respect to the SINR threshold and the average user velocity. When the SINR threshold is fixed, the coverage probability of a macro cell BS decreases with the increase of the average user velocity. When the average user velocity is fixed, the coverage probability of a macro cell BS decreases with the increase of the SINR threshold.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the IMM, the impact of user mobility performance on 5G small cell networks is evaluated in this paper. Considering the hot sports scenario in the urban region, a system model with the community is proposed for 5G small cell networks based on IMM. Moreover, the user pause probability, the user arrival and departure probabilities are derived for evaluating the user mobility performance in 5G small cell networks considering the hot sport scenario. Furthermore, the coverage probabilities of a small cell BS inside and outside the community are derived for the static user in 5G small cell networks, respectively. Besides, the coverage probability of a macro cell BS is derived for the moving user in 5G small cell networks. These results are very useful to investigate issues such as How to deploy small cell BSs to improve the network performance, such as the BS coverage probability considering the human tendency and clustering behaviors in real world.
As we mentioned in Section I, existing studies have not investigated the impact of human tendency and clustering behaviors on 5G small cell networks. Based on IMM, this paper is the first work that evaluates the user mobility performance for 5G small cell Networks considering human tendency and clustering behaviors.
APPENDIX A
To simplify the derivation, terms in t c,in (n) are denoted by (45).
Based on (45), (10) can be simply expressed by (46). Without loss of generality, we first derive the first term of (46).
Based on (10), we can get a result that lim n→∞ t (n) → ∞.
Assume that the number of exploring new locations is m e and the number of returning old locations is m r in the moving number of n i,i , respectively. The event F is that the user K − th jump explores a new location and departing and arriving locations of the user K − th jump are inside the community. Therefore, the following limitation is derived by Let 1 = ρz −γ , z ∈ Z + is a series, where Z + is a positive integer set. It is obviously that 2 = ρ S(k) −γ 1 (F) , k ∈ Z + is a subseries of 1 . Based on the result in [40] , lim n→∞ n z=1 ρz −γ converges to a limited value when γ > 1. When γ > 1, it is also derived that the sum of the subseries of 1 , i.e., lim n→∞ n k=1 ρ S(k) −γ 1 (F) also converges to a limited value, which is denoted as δ. Moreover, (47) is derived by Furthermore, the limitation is derived by Utilizing the same method, other terms in π c,in are derived by Substitute (49) and (50) into (46), (11) can be derived. (45) .
(50)
